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Corner to Corner Rug Pattern

Requirements: use any yarn of choice & appropriate hook

~ This pattern is worked diagonally from corner to corner. You work increasing rows 

until your desired size, then work decreasing rows to complete your project. 

~You will need to divide your yarn in half; one half for increase & the other half for 

decrease 

~ & you will require additional yarn if you plan a border. I personally don’t think this 

rug (afghan) needs a border but of course, it’s up to you, this is your project.
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Abbreviations:

Treble (tr) (US: double crochet (dc)): YO (yarn over), insert hook into stitch or space as 
indicated by pattern & draw up a loop (3loops on hook), (YO & draw through 2 loops) 
twice = treble (US: double crochet (dc)) made

Finishing off: with last st complete, cut yarn (leaving about 10/12 
cm (4”/5”) tail) & draw through loop on hook, pull tight to 
close  loop.  Weave in  tail  end.  With  slippery  yarn  draw 
through loop twice (make an extra chain)& pull down tightly 
with your thumb to close. Weave in end. 



Increasing Rows
Row 1: ch 6, tr (US:dc) in 4th ch from hook, tr in last 2 ch = 4 x tr (US:dc) (first 
block made)

Row 2: ch 6, tr (US:dc) in 4th ch from hook, tr (US:dc) in last 2 ch, turn your work 
vertically, work (ss, 3ch, 3 tr (US:dc)) in 3-ch-sp of previous row = 2 blocks made

Row 3: turn, ch 6, tr (US:dc) in 4th ch from hook, tr (US:dc) in last 2 ch, turn your 
work vertically, work *(ss, 3ch, 3 tr (US:dc)) in 3-ch-sp of previous row, repeat from 
* twice = 3 blocks made

Subsequent Rows: work as in Row 3, increasing by one block each row until your 
work reaches your desired size.

Decreasing Rows
from now, at the end of each row, * turn, ss across the first 3 tr, (US:dc) ** work (ss, 
3 ch, 3 tr (US:dc)) in next 3-ch-sp of previous row, repeat from ** across to last 3-ch-
sp, ss in last 3-ch-sp, (do not make a block in the last 3-ch-sp)

Subsequent Rows: repeat from *, decreasing by one block each row until last corner 
made,
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~ Thank you for downloading my pattern - I hope it brings you much creative joy - I'm 
committed to providing accurate info, both written & diagram. However, should you 
come across any problems, questions or comments, please don't hesitate to contact 
me - 
~ I’m very happy for you to use the pattern for fun, personal challenges, gifts & 
fundraisers – but not so happy if you re-print it for others or sell it for profit - you 
know the drill - copyright & all that!! Thanks for your help & understanding in this 
matter.... Renate
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